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Abstract
Over the years microRNA have been shown to play a role in the regulation of
genes involved in regeneration of zebrafish (Danio rerio) tissues. However, recent
research suggest that there may be other types of small RNA that play a regulatory role in
these regenerative processes. For the most part these other small RNA (sRNA), such as
transfer RNA (tRNA) derived fragments, ribosomal RNA (rRNA) derived fragments, and
small nucleolar RNA, are disregarded. Here I analyzed the expression pattern of these
sRNA during the regeneration of the zebrafish caudal fin. High-throughput sequencing
was used to characterize the expression of small RNAs during zebrafish caudal fin
regeneration at zero and four days post amputation using biological triplicate samples.
Sequence data for each sample were processed to generate a set of 100,170 unique
sequence tags that were present in all samples. The abundance of each tag in each sample
was recorded as the number of reads that exactly matched the tag. Tags were annotated to
various sRNA classes through sequence alignment to small RNA and genome databases
in a hierarchical fashion. The observed abundance and the differential expression of the
various types of sRNA were analyzed. This analyses showed that microRNA and tRNA
derived fragments were the most abundant sRNA types. These included miR-21,
tRNA412-LysCTT, and a novel small RNA, Tag_41941 5’GGGATGAGTCCCTATCACGGCACAGGAGTGTGACTTT-3’. The differential
expression of these tRNA derived fragments and previous research into gene silencing by
sRNA suggest that these other sRNA have the potential to play a regulatory role in
zebrafish caudal fin regeneration.
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Introduction
Many animals including lower vertebrates are capable of regenerating most
tissues. Humans, however, have a very limited ability to regenerate damaged tissues.
Some exceptions include part of the liver and blood. Our impaired ability to repair and
regenerate injured or diseased tissue such as after a heart attack or amputation drastically
impacts human health. However, if a mechanism was found to promote tissue
regeneration following severe damage or amputation then a better quality of life could be
obtained for these patients. After cardiac events patients would be able to have their heart
tissue completely restored versus just developing scar tissue (Jaźwińska A, Sallin P).
Perhaps a mechanism for preventing diseases caused by old age could be found as well.
Because human beings cannot regenerate most of our damaged organs or tissues, the
mechanisms for controlling this process have to be studied in organisms that can
naturally regenerate body tissues such as heart tissue, appendages, or even the spinal cord
(Thatcher EJ et al.). Zebrafish (Danio rerio) make a great model organism as they have
this remarkable regenerative ability and because of their role as a major model organism
they already have a nearly completely sequenced genome (Poss KD et al.).
Studies of zebrafish caudal fin regeneration have shown that within the first 48
hours after amputation epithelial cells migrate to the amputation site to cover the wound
(Chen CH, et al.). Following this stage the blastema, a mass of proliferating cells
primarily made up of dedifferentiated mesenchymal cells, begins to form (Jaźwińska A,
Sallin P, Poss KD et al. and Poleo G et al.). The blastema differentiates into the needed
tissue types at four days post amputation (Poss KD et al.). This temporally controlled
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process of regeneration allows for the investigation of differential expression of genes to
be examined from a state immediately following amputation to the initial outgrowth of
the new fin tissue.
Research that has already been done looking at control mechanisms for this
regenerative process has found that microRNA (miRNA) play a regulatory role during
zebrafish fin regeneration (Thatcher EJ et al., Yin VP et al.). MiRNA are short sequences
of non-coding RNA that target messenger RNA (mRNA) in a sequence specific manner
(He L. and Hannon G. J.) Examples of these miRNA include miR-203 and miR-133,
which were both found to play a regulatory role in the regeneration pathway (Thatcher EJ
et al., Yin VP et al.). These miRNA are derived from either transcribed sections of DNA
that contain multiple miRNA or these miRNA arise from an intron that was excised from
a mRNA strand (Bartel DP). The enzymes Dicer and Drosha cleave the stem-loop
structure of the miRNA to form a short double stranded molecule approximately 22
nucleotides in length (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ). Following this the dsRNA strands
separate and one of the miRNA strands binds to the protein argonaute, which is part of
the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) while the other miRNA strand is degraded
by the cell (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ and Ender C and Meister G). The miRNA
sequence allows RISC to target a very specific complementary sequence of mRNA so as
to initiate the degradation of the mRNA or block translation from occurring (Ender C,
Meister G). If the miRNA aligns completely to the mRNA then degradation will be
triggered. If there is not complete complementary alignment then translation will be
blocked and degradation of the mRNA will occur more gradually (Ender C, Meister G).
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There are multiple models for how RISC goes about blocking translation in the
case where there is incomplete alignment. The first is co-translational protein
degradation, which involves RISC recruiting enzymes to break down the protein strand
while it is being produced by the ribosome. The second is ribosomal drop off, where
RISC causes the ribosome to dissociate from the mRNA strand before translation is
complete. There is a protein domain in the argonaute complex that binds to the 5’ cap of
the mRNA strand thus creating competition between argonaute and the eukaryotic
translational initiation factor, eIF4E, which is the protein responsible for the binding of
the mRNA cap so that translation can occur. In the last mechanism argonaute is able to
complex with elF6 and the large ribosomal subunit thus preventing the small ribosomal
subunit from associating with the mRNA strand and the large subunit. (Carthew RW,
Sontheimer EJ and Eulalio A et al.).
We are currently aware of miRNA and their regulatory role in regeneration.
However, there are other sRNA besides miRNA that may also play a role in regulating
these regenerative pathways. The more common ones are transfer RNA (tRNA) derived
fragments, ribosomal RNA (rRNA) derived fragments, and small nucleolar RNA
(snoRNA). There are also partial mitochondrial rRNA (Mt-rRNA) and partial
mitochondrial tRNA (Mt-tRNA). The tRNA derived fragments in particular were found
to have an association with argonaute, suggesting that these sRNA have similar genesilencing functions as miRNA (Chen, et al. 2016, Shigematsu M, Yohei K, Sharma U et
al.). While having an association with argonaute is not enough evidence to conclude that
these tRNA derived fragments have this gene-silencing quality, it is definitely an
3

important initial step of the pathway (Thomson DW et al). There is, in fact, growing
evidence that sRNA do have a regulatory function in biological systems and this opens
the door to new possible regulatory pathways that we can use to better understand how
our protein coding genes are being regulated. The four different mechanisms possible for
how miRNA are capable of blocking translation are a prime examples. I would speculate
that other small RNA (sRNA), besides miRNA, could also be using one of these
mechanisms or perhaps a new one that has not been considered yet to silence particular
protein coding genes. The term sRNA is used to describe a group of all short non-coding
RNA sequences, miRNA are the most researched type of sRNA but there are other types
of sRNA as well including transfer RNA (tRNA) derived fragments, ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) derived fragments, and small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) to name a few (Carthew
RW, Sontheimer EJ).
In previous work, RNA samples were collected from the caudal fin amputation
site of six biological replicate zebrafish. Then using reverse transcriptase these RNA
sequences were converted into DNA. Using high-throughput DNA sequencing, it is then
possible to characterize the expression of sRNA in tissue samples in a non-biased fashion
(King BL, Yin VP). In my research, I used this dataset of short DNA sequences found in
regenerating caudal fin tissues of six biological replicate zebrafish. These short sequences
were 15-48 base pairs (bp) in length after adapter clipping. These data profiled sRNA
expression from immediately following amputation (0 dpa) to regenerating tissues (4
dpa) after the blastema was formed. These 15-48 bp reads were then collapsed into
unique sequence tags. Hereafter the term “tag(s)” will refer to the short DNA sequences
4

that are expressed in response to a stimulus, in this case the amputation of the caudal fin.
These tags represent all sRNA expressed in these tissues within this size range. They
represent miRNAs and many other known and novel sRNAs. My research focuses in on
these tags.
Literature Review
Zebrafish Regeneration
The ability to regenerate damaged tissues or organs allows an organism to hold
off morbidity much better than repair mechanisms that lead to scarring (Poss KD et al.).
Humans, only have the ability to regenerate particular tissues or organs such as blood or
part of the liver. Other vertebrates including zebrafish do have the ability to regenerate
damaged tissues or organs such as appendages or part of the heart (Poss KD et al.).
Studying zebrafish fin regeneration provides an understanding of genes and mechanisms
involved in the regenerative process (Poleo G et al.). When researching zebrafish fin
regeneration it has been found that the first stage of regeneration is for epithelial cells to
cover the wound shortly after amputation (Chen CH, et al.). These epithelial cells in the
zebrafish caudal fin migrated towards the wound site from as far as 750µm away in the
first 48 hours after amputation occurred (Poleo G et al.). After a 48-hour period the cell
migration was much more localized around the amputation site. These epithelial cells that
migrate to the wound site form a structure called the wound epithelium (Jaźwińska A,
Sallin P). Following this event is the formation of a blastema, which is a mass of
proliferating cells that develops along the injury site, and is crucial to the regenerative
process (Jaźwińska A, Sallin P). Fibroblast growth factors (Fgfs) were also found to play
5

a role in the development of the blastema (Poleo G et al.). The mesenchymal cells that
make up the blastema are not as differentiated as the mature cells in the zebrafish fin
(Poss KD et al.). However, how this dedifferentiation comes about is not certain.
Dedifferentiation of the cells near the wound site and/or the migration of previously
dormant stem cells could be possible sources of the less differentiated cells (Poss KD et
al.). It is also possible the mesenchymal cells near the amputation site dedifferentiate to
form the blastema (Poleo G et al.). Furthermore, communication between the epithelial
and mesenchymal cells near the amputation site is crucial for the regenerative process
and msx genes, which are responsible for maintaining the organization of the cells during
regenerative outgrowth of the caudal fin, play a major role in the regeneration of the
tissue (Poleo G et al., Song K et al.). This differentiation of the blastema into the needed
tissue types begins at four days post amputation in zebrafish (Poss KD et al.).

Small RNA Gene Silencing Mechanisms
In the past 10 years our understanding of the regulation of various protein
encoding genes has expanded tremendously. Small noncoding genes have been shown to
play a role in these regulatory pathways. In previous research sRNA were divided up into
three types: microRNA (miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), and piwi-interacting
RNA (piRNA) (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ). Of these three types they primarily
focused on miRNA and siRNA. The authors describe miRNA as the regulators of the
organism's' own genes while siRNA are generally responsible for gene transcripts coming
from viruses or other potential invaders. They go on to state that siRNA also have the
ability to silence genes from the same area of the genome from which they were
6

transcribed while miRNA silence mRNA sequences from other locations in the genome
(Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ).
The siRNA and miRNA have been shown to have similar pathways leading to
their maturation (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ). For the sake of simplicity and since the
pathways of these two sRNA are so similar I will only be discussing the miRNA
pathway. The double stranded RNA molecule that will become a mature miRNA is
transcribed from either sections of noncoding genes in the DNA with multiple miRNA or
as part of an intron that was excised during mRNA maturation (Bartel DP). The primary
miRNA transcript folds into a stem-loop structure that is cleaved by the enzymes Dicer
and Drosha leaving a short dsRNA with 3’ overhangs of roughly 2 nucleotides (Bartel
DP). Drosha and an associating cofactor make the first cut in the development of the
mature miRNA (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ). Dicer then interacts with the 3’ overhang
and makes the second cut, which is two helical turns away from the 3’ end or about 22
nucleotides. Once the dsRNA has been cleaved it will bind to one or more proteins in the
argonaute superfamily. During this process the dsRNA unwinds and the strands separate
leaving only a single RNA strand to bind with argonaute and make up the RNA-Induced
Silencing Complex (RISC) meanwhile the other strand is degraded by the cell (Carthew
RW, Sontheimer EJ).
The activity of the miRNA is dependent on its relationship to the target mRNA.
When there is complete complementary binding of the miRNA to its mRNA target
immediate degradation of the mRNA transcript will be triggered. Incomplete base pairing
or the formation of a central bulge in the miRNA mRNA duplex will block translation
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(Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ and Eulalio A et al.). In the latter case there are four
proposed mechanisms for how inhibition of translation occurs. The process starts with
miRNA binding to the target mRNA, most often to the 3’ UTR . This creates a problem
because translation is initiated at the 5’ cap of the mRNA strand (Carthew and.
Sontheimer. 2009). For the following proposed mechanisms the miRNA acts as the
sequence sensitive component responsible for identifying the target mRNA strand. The
first of the proposed translation inhibition mechanisms states that the mRNA transcript it
prevented from binding to the ribosome due to competition for the 5’ cap. Typically, the
5’ cap binds to eukaryotic translational initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) to allow translation to
occur, however, there is a protein domain in argonaute that is very similar to the active
site of eIF4E. Thus creating competition between the two active sites for the 5’ cap. If the
5’ cap binds to argonaute instead of eIF4E then translation will not be able to occur
(Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ and Eulalio A et al. and Kiriakidou M et al.). An
additional mechanism suggests that argonaute also has the potential to bind to eukaryotic
translational initiation factor 6 (elF6), which will prevent the large ribosomal subunit
from associating with the small subunit, thus preventing translation from occurring
(Eulalio A et al. (Chendrimada et al., 2007)). A third mechanism proposed for translation
inhibition is a premature termination of translation due to the ribosome dissociating from
the mRNA (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ and Eulalio A et al.). Lastly, RISC recruits
enzymes to degrade the protein as it is being constructed by the ribosome. This
mechanism was termed co-translational protein degradation (Carthew RW, Sontheimer
EJ and Eulalio A et al.). It seems that there are several possible pathways in which
8

miRNA could cause gene silencing. With multiple pathways proposed that lead to gene
silencing I speculate that other sRNA types could also take part in one of these pathways
in which gene silencing could be achieved.
Research With miRNA Involved In Fin And Heart Regeneration
Previous research found that a miRNA pathway, particularly miR-203, is required
to regulate fin regeneration in zebrafish (Thatcher EJ et al.). When miR-203 was
expressed Lef1, which is a transcription factor for the Wnt signaling pathway, was
repressed and regeneration did not occur. When miR-203 was repressed Lef1 was over
expressed and overgrowth of the fin occurred. During regeneration miR-203 was found to
be down regulated and Lef1 to be up regulated. A miRNA pathway is needed for
successful zebrafish fin regeneration (Thatcher EJ et al., Yin VP et al.). However, these
authors focus their research on different miRNA. While one of them focusses on miR203, the other found that miR-133 also plays an important role in the regulation of fin
regeneration (Thatcher EJ et al., Yin VP et al.). This prior research found that miR-133
had high expression levels in normal fins but was down regulated during fin regeneration
(Yin VP et al.). The same authors also conducted another experiment looking at zebrafish
heart regeneration and found that again miR-133 plays a major regulatory role in the
regeneration process(Yin VP et al.). They found that when miR-133 levels were
increased the amount of heart regeneration was greatly reduced. Meanwhile, when miR133 levels were decreased heart regeneration was increased. These experiments highlight
an important notion that, as in most biological processes, more than one mechanism is
working toward the same goal, in this case regeneration. With that in mind it is possible
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that other types of sRNA could also be involved in this regulatory process at varying
levels. By categorizing different sRNA and building a foundation we can begin to look at
different candidate sRNA that may also play a regulatory role in regeneration.
Other sRNA
The research reported on in this thesis is focused on determining if there are
sRNAs such as tRNA derived fragments, rRNA derived fragments, and snoRNA that
may play a regulatory role in the regeneration of the zebrafish caudal fin. Using the
miRNA maturation pathway and the proposed translation inhibition pathways as
templates researchers have started to explore whether or not these other sRNA have the
gene-silencing ability of miRNA. Due to the amount of research already conducted there
is more known about tRNA derived fragments than about the other kinds of sRNA. While
the research conducted with tRNA derived fragments is very recent, it focuses on
specific examples versus looking at the expression of these sRNA as a whole . This lack
of information about snoRNA and rRNA derived fragments in itself supports the need for
more research into these other types of sRNA and their potential role in gene regulation.
Typically snoRNA play a major precursory role in the development of non-coding
RNA such as rRNA and small nuclear RNA (Ender C et al., Matera et al. 2007). Unlike
miRNA, snoRNA can be processed without binding to Drosha; however, they do require
binding to Dicer to be cleaved appropriately. Mature snoRNA then complex with
argonaute to function as the sequence sensitive component of RISC to potentially block
translation (Carthew RW, Sontheimer EJ and Ender C et al.).
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Several papers mention rRNA derived fragments when discussing possible sRNA
involved in regulation of genes involved in the regeneration process. However, very few
of these articles discuss rRNA derived fragments in depth or elaborate on specific rRNA
derived fragments and possible roles they play in the regulation of genes (Thomson DW
et al). My research included rRNA derived fragments so as to develop an initial
understanding of the expression pattern of these sRNA that might be incorporated into
the regeneration process.
Recent research was done examining the gene regulatory effects of tRNA derived
fragments also called transfer sRNA (tsRNA). In particular this research was studying the
regulatory roles of tsRNA in mice embryos as a result of a modified diet of the male in
the F0 generation (Chen Q et al., Sharma U et al.). These tsRNA ranged from 30-34
nucleotides in length, additionally, the researchers found that tsRNA arose
predominantly from the 5’ end of mature tRNA and seemed to be incorporated into a
paternal mouse’s sperm that then fertilized the oocyte(Chen Q et al.). When the paternal
mouse was fed a high fat diet the F1 generation developed glucose intolerance and insulin
resistance. When the F1 oocytes were injected with purified tsRNA the F1 generation
developed glucose intolerance but did not develop insulin resistance. The authors
speculate that DNA methylation or histone arrangement could be part of this trigger for
insulin resistance in the F1 generation since insulin resistance did not develop when only
the tsRNA were injected into the oocyte (Chen Q et al.). Additionally, while these tsRNA
are derived from the 5’ end of a tRNA transcript, there were tRNA derived fragments
recently found that were derived from just beyond the 3’ end of the tRNA transcript
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(Pekarsky Y et al.). These tRNA derived fragments that were studied were found to have
a gene regulating function of T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 1 (TCL1) which, when
unregulated leads to Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (Perkarsky Y et al.). This novel
tRNA derived fragment location raises the notion that there is still a great deal that we do
not know about these tsRNA and that more research is needed to better understand how
these tsRNA are produced and what their role is in biological systems. An increased
expression level of tRNA derived fragments could be caused by an increased tRNA
turnover rate during regeneration. However, previous research suggest that these tRNA
derived fragments can play a regulatory role in other biological pathways (Perkarsky Y et
al.). Therefore, increased expression levels of tRNA derived fragments should not be
discounted and need to be investigated further.
Previous research has shown that an association with argonaute is important for
identifying if a sRNA type has gene silencing qualities (Chen Q et al., Thomson DW et
al., Sharma U et al.). These studies also show that snoRNA, rRNA, and tRNA all have an
association with argonaute. However, it should be noted that this association alone is not
enough to make the claim that a particular sRNA has a gene silencing function without
more supporting evidence (Thomson DW et al.). Further research found that after
conducting another experiment the snoRNA, tRNA, and rRNA were unable to suppress
the reporter gene even at very high concentrations of these sRNA (Thomson DW et al.).
This lead to the conclusion that it is unlikely these sRNA have gene-silencing roles
(Thomson DW et al.). However, a recently published paper suggests that these tRNA
derived fragments do indeed play a regulatory role as a result of binding to argonaute and
12

that they even have a similar maturation pathway as miRNA including being cleaved by
Dicer (Shigematsu M, Yohei K).
The literature reveals that we know a good deal about miRNA and their
regulatory role in multiple biological pathways, including regeneration. We do not yet
know much about the other types of sRNA or what sort of roles these other sRNA might
have in a developmental system. My research has been focused on categorizing the
various sRNA types and identifying new potential sRNA to be tested in the future.
However, understanding the proposed mechanisms of how these other sRNA, such as
tRNA derived fragments, snoRNA, and rRNA derived fragments, might function
similarly to miRNA is important in perhaps extending those mechanisms to more sRNA
types in the future.
My hypothesis is that these sRNA, other than miRNA, play a regulatory role in
regeneration of the caudal fin of zebrafish. To address this issue I have taken a much
broader look at the sRNA that are present in zebrafish following the amputation of the
caudal fin. In doing so I hope to help develop a better understanding of the various kinds
of sRNA present under these conditions and speculate how some of these sRNA could
affect the regeneration process. To observe the sRNA that are being expressed during this
regenerative process as a result of the formation of the blastema, which is a proliferating
mass of dedifferentiated cells that will give rise to the new fin outgrowth and matures at
four days post amputation, my research focuses on the differential expression of small
RNA (sRNA), specifically sRNA other than miRNA, from zero days post amputation to
four days post amputation.
13

Materials and Methods
Data Collection
Illumina high-throughput sRNA
sequence data were obtained from six
biological replicate zebrafish samples
following the amputation of the caudal fin
(King BL, Yin VP). To observe the
expression changes of these sRNA, RNA
was collected from the amputation site in
the zebrafish caudal fin. Three of the
samples were from zero days post
amputation (0 dpa) and three of the
samples were taken four days post
amputation (4 dpa). Total RNA from each
sample were used to generate barcoded
small RNA sequencing libraries for each
sample following manufacturer’s
protocols (Illumina, San Diego, CA).
Sequence library construction involves
producing complementary DNA (cDNA)
from the RNA and ligating two different
adapters to the 5’ and 3’ ends of the DNA
Figure 1: Methods Flowchart. Outlining the
research that was done. Regular rectangles
denote processing steps whereas slanted
rectangles are for data and files.
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strands so as to provide a known sequence of nucleotides that could then be used as
primer binding sites and oligo binding sites when the sample was in the flowcell (Mardis
ER). The sRNA sequencing libraries were characterized using 76 base pair (bp) reads.
This was done to put a limit on the number of DNA sequence that were received in the
output to make the data more manageable. The adapter sequences were removed (adapter
clipping) leaving only the DNA that represents the small RNA expressed in the samples.
Data Analysis
The six samples were compared to each other using the Python script
LEN_Final_Version_0dpa+4dpa.pyw. This script identifies the tags that were common to
all six samples and records the number of times that each tag appeared in each sample
(read count)(Fig. 1)(Appendix A). The read count number was used in identifying the
expression level of a particular nucleotide sequence. The read counts were summed for
the three 0 dpa samples and for the three 4 dpa samples. This information was used to
examine the expression levels of the tags and to ultimately calculate the differential
expression of each tag.
Data Organization
To prevent a tag from being called by more than one sRNA class the Python
script, Tab_organized_data.pyw, was developed to order the tags that aligned to a
canonical sRNA sequence into a hierarchy (Fig. 1)(Appendix B). This hierarchy was
structured as such: miRNA, tRNA, snoRNA, Mitochondrial tRNA (Mt-tRNA),
Mitochondrial rRNA (Mt-rRNA), rRNA, and then a second rRNA database. The miRNA
were given priority because they are better understood and if a tag mapped to a miRNA I
15

could be more assured that it was correct. The remaining sRNA types were placed
following similar logic as to where they seemed most appropriate and the degree of
confidence that could be placed in the sRNA type assignment. If a tag did not align to any
of these databases with a high degree of accuracy it was called as an “unknown sRNA”.
Tags were aligned using BLAST (Geer, LY et al.) to various sRNA databases:
MirGeneDB, NCBI’s BLAST, Ensembl, Silva, and The Genomic tRNA Database (Fig.
1). The collective output from these alignments was compiled into a tab deliminated file.
The alignments for these tags were restricted using the same Python script,
Tab_organized_data.pyw, to only allow alignment scores of 18 or higher and an
alignment percent of at least 95 to be called. This script also separated the tags by length
into groups: less than 19 nucleotides (nt), 19 nt to 26 nt, 27 nt to 35 nt, and 36 nt to 48 nt.
The number of sRNA of each type for each length range was determined and the data
presented using pie charts as a graphical representation ofthe percent of each length range
that a particular sRNA occupied. The expression level of each tag in each sample was
analyzed to determine which were significantly differentially expressed between 0 and 4
dpa using the R/edgeR package (Robinson MD et al, 2010) in the R Statistical
Computing Environment (http://www.r-project.org). Tags were considered to be
differentially expressed if the false discovery rate(FDR)-adjusted p-values were less than
0.05. These data were also used to generate an MA plot, which compares the average
level of expression of the tags to the log fold change (logFC) the tag. All of the tags that
had a logFC with a FDR of less than 0.00001 were considered differentially expressed.
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Results
A comparison of the results from the six zebrafish samples showed 100,170
unique sequence tags commonly expressed in all six samples. The abundance of each
sRNA at a particular tag length was variable (Fig. 2). As part of a proof of concept
experiment the most abundant tags were queried at ten nucleotide intervals. The tag
lengths chosen were: 15, 25, 35, and 45 nucleotides. Since 22 nt was the most abundant
tag length in these data it was also added to the tags queried (Fig. 2, Table 1). There were
3 tags that were 48 nucleotides in length though they are difficult to see in Fig. 2 due to
scaling. Tag lengths 15-18 nts were all unknown sRNA due to the requirement of an
alignment score of at least 18 for a tag to be aligned to a canonical sRNA sequence. The
most abundant tag at this length was miR-22a and it was also the most down regulated
gene (Table 1). The most abundant tag at tag length 23 nt was miR-21 and it was also the
most up regulated gene. Tag length 34 nt was tRNA-Lys-AAG which, had the highest
over all read count and tag length 48 nt which, was a rRNA, was the longest tag in these
data (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Frequency Distribution of Tag Lengths. Tags were sorted based on tag
length without regard to the tag sequence.
Table 1: Identity of The Most Abundant Tag For Each Length Class.
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Panel A in each figure shows the abundance of each sRNA type for all 100,170
tags, whereas panel B in each figure represents only the tags that were differentially
expressed with a FDR < 0.00001 (Fig. 3-6). Of the 396 tags that were differentially
expressed with an FDR below 0.00001 only 21 of them were down regulated (Fig. 8).
The Mt-rRNA and Mt-tRNA each make up a very small portion of the sRNA population
(Fig. 3A). Neither of these sRNA types had tags that were differentially expressed (Fig.
3B). Tags that aligned to miRNA and tRNA derived fragments account for the majority
of the sRNA that were differentially expressed. Of the 8,456 total tags that were miRNA,
507 of these were isomiRs of miR-21. Of the 396 tags that were differentially expressed
197 were miRNA (Fig. 3B). IsomiRs of miR-21 account for 160 of the 197 miRNA (Fig.
3B+4B). Between the tag lengths 27-35 nt, 86% of the differentially expressed tags
aligned to tRNA derived fragments (Fig. 5B). Of the differentially expressed tags
between 35-48 nt 63% were unable to be aligned to any of the canonical sRNA sequences
that were used (Fig. 6B). In this tag length range are also the 2 snoRNA that were
differentially expressed (Fig. 6B). These 2 snoRNA were identified as SNORD79, and
while they are the only 2 snoRNA that were differentially expressed, they are not very
highly expressed compared to the other sRNA(Fig. 7).
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Figure 3: Diversity of Tags Expressed During Caudal Fin Amputation Grouped by
sRNA Functional Class. 3A) Type and relative abundance of all 100170 tags; 3B) Type
and relative abundance of the 396 differentially expressed tags.

Figure 4: Diversity of Tags Between 19-26 Nucleotides in Length Expressed During Caudal
Fin Amputation Grouped by sRNA Functional Class. 4A) Type and relative abundance of all
tags 19-26 nt; 4B) Type and relative abundance of differentially expressed tags of 19-26 nt
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Figure 5: Diversity of Tags Between 27-35 Nucleotides in Length Expressed During
Caudal Fin Amputation Grouped by sRNA Functional Class.
5A) Type and relative abundance of all tags 27-35 nt; 5B) Type and relative abundance
of differentially expressed tags of 27-35 nt.

Figure 6: Diversity of Tags Between 36-48 Nucleotides in Length Expressed During
Caudal Fin Amputation Grouped by sRNA Functional Class. 6A) Type and relative
abundance of all tags 36-48 nt; 6B) Type and relative abundance of differentially
expressed tags of 36-48 nt.
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Table 2: Ten Most Highly Expressed Transfer RNA Derived Fragments of Any
Length. LogCPM stands for Counts per Million and is the average expression of a
particular tag in these data.

It should be noted that the pie chart for the tags that were less than 19 nt in length
was not included in this report because all of the tags in this range were called as
unknown sRNA. An alignment score of at least 18 was required for a tag to be aligned to
a sRNA in one of the databases. The tags less than 19 nt did not meet this requirement
and so they were labeled as “unknown sRNA”. These tags were still included in the rest
of these data and results. The pie chart displaying the sRNA types for this range was
simply not included as there were no sRNA types to show. After aligning the ten most
highly expressed unknown sRNA that were differentially expressed to the zebrafish
genome speculation could be made on what class of sRNA a particular unknown tag
could be (Table 3). The unknown sequences that did not appear to align to anything in the
zebrafish genome were given the symbol “No Alignment”.
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The canonical sequence for miR-21, which is very well researched, functions as a
positive control for my data (Fig. 7). An isomiR of miR-21 had the highest expression,
meaning it had the largest average expression of the tags that were differentially
expressed, in this dataset (Fig. 7). Of the tRNA derived fragments that were
differentially expressed, two of the top three most highly expressed tags were isoforms of
each other and differ by only one nucleotide at the 3’ end (Fig. 7, Table 2).

Figure 7: Differential Expression of sRNA From 0 dpa to 4 dpa. Data shown is in Log2.
Standard error bars shown. MiR-21 acts as a positive control for the bioinformatics that was
done. The sRNA shown are the most highly expressed tag that aligned to the respective
sRNA type and was differentially expressed.
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Of the unknown sRNA tags that were differentially expressed Tag_41941 was the most
highly expressed in these data (Table 3). After aligning Tag_41941 to the zebrafish
genome in NCBI’s map viewer and UCSC Genome Browser it appears this is a tRNA
derived fragment that aligns just beyond the 3’ end of a tRNA sequence.
Table 3: Ten Most Highly Expressed Unknown Small RNA. Tag_41941 and
Tag_18259 are isoforms of each other and are suspected to be tRNA derived fragments
that arise from a novel location following the 3’ end of a tRNA transcript. LogCPM
stands for “counts per million” and represents the average expression of each tag.

Table 4: Top Five Most Highly Expressed rRNA Derived Fragments. LogCPM
stands for “counts per million” and represents the average expression of each tag.

Of the five most highly expressed tags that mapped to rRNA derived fragments and were
differentially expressed, most aligned to the 3’ end of the rRNA transcript. However,
there was one tag that aligned to the 5’ end (Table 4). Additionally, 4 of the 5 most highly
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expressed rRNA derived fragments were found on the antisense strand while only one
was found on the sense strand.

Figure 8: MA Plot of The Differentially Expression sRNA. The red dots are tags with
an FDR < 0.00001. Black dots are tags with an FDR > 0.00001.
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Table 5: Coordinates for Tags of Particular Interest in Fig. 8. LogFC (log of the the
fold change) is the Y-axis coordinate in Fig. 8 and LogCPM is the X-axis coordinate in
Fig. 8. LogCPM stands for “counts per million” and represents the average expression of
each tag.

Discussion
In the 19-26 nt length range 85% of the differentially expressed tags were miRNA
(Fig. 4B). Previous studies have shown miRNAs regulate genes involved in the
regeneration of the zebrafish caudal fin (Yin VP et al, Thatcher EJ et al.). As a result it
would make sense that there would be an abundance of miRNA that are being
differentially expressed following the amputation of the caudal fin. If there are other
kinds of sRNA, besides these miRNA, that play a regulatory role in the regeneration
pathway then it would be expected to see an abundance of such sRNA being
differentially expressed.
In the tag length range 27-35 nt 86% of those differentially expressed tags aligned
to tRNA derived fragments(Fig. 5B). From previous experiments it has been found that
tRNA derived fragments have a regulatory role in various other body systems (Chen Q et
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al. and Sharma U et al.). If tRNA derived fragments do indeed have a regulatory
mechanism for silencing genes and they appear to be differentially expressed as a result
of amputation of the caudal fin then it stands to reason that these tRNA derived fragments
may have a regulatory role in the regeneration pathway.
It should again be mentioned that of the 196 differentially expressed miRNA (Fig.
4B), 159 of them were isomiRs of miR-21. MiR-21 is a very well researched miRNA that
targets the gene for programmed cell death 4 (PDCD4). The expression of PDCD4 leads
to apoptosis. MiR-21 has most notably shown high expression levels in cancerous tissues
thus preventing the destruction of cancerous cells and allowing them to continue to divide
(Lu Z et al.). The high expression observed here in the regeneration of zebrafish fin tissue
can be attributed to preventing proliferating cells from undergoing apoptosis as
proliferation and outgrowth of the cells is the primary goal of regeneration (Lu Z et al.).
IsomiRs are sRNA with a variation in the canonical sequence particularly at the 3’
end of the miRNA or as single nucleotide alterations in the canonical miRNA transcript
(McGahon MK et al). This variation is thought to add an additional level of specificity to
the regulation of particular mRNA strands (McGahon MK et al). This abundance of miR21 isomiRs skews the relative abundance of miRNA found in that particular tag length
range. Since there are a large number of isomiRs of tags aligning to miR-21 and all of
them are upregulated it gives the appearance that there are lots of miRNA that are being
upregulated when really it's only miR-21 isomiRs (Fig. 8). Looking also at the 27-35 nt
length range these data show that while there are still some isoforms of these tRNA
derived fragments they are not nearly as abundant as miR-21 isomiRs that were in the 1927

26 nt range. Due to time restraints I was not able to examine these various isomiRs more
closely. However, it would be interesting to go through and remove all of the sRNA
isoforms to see the abundance of each sRNA type when each sRNA is only counted once.
The two tags that were differentially expressed and aligned to snoRNA both
mapped to SNORD79 (Fig. 7). While the expression of these tags was not exceptionally
high the differential expression of these two sequences suggest that they may play a
regulatory role in the regeneration pathway. In order to understand what specific role
these snoRNA are playing in fin regeneration it is necessary to first identify their gene
targets.
It was not possible to align 18% of the differentially expressed tags to any of the
sRNA databases that were used to annotate the tags (Fig. 3). While 18% is not an
exceptionally large amount it is enough to warrant some curiosity as to what these
unknown sRNA are. The majority of these unknown sRNA were less than 26 nt in length.
However, Tag_41941, which was the most highly expressed unknown sRNA that was
also differentially expressed, was 37 nt in length (Fig. 7, Table 3). When aligning this tag
sequence to the zebrafish genome using UCSC Genome Browser and NCBI’s Map
Viewer, this sequence appears immediately following the 3’ end of a tRNA sequence
suggesting that it might be a tRNA derived fragment.
In recent research it was found that two tRNA derived fragments that functioned
as miRNA and were transcribed from the 3’ UTR end of a tRNA sequence (Pekarsky Y
et al.). These tRNA derived fragments are terminated by a series of four thymine
nucleotides (Pekarsky Y et al.). Tag_41941, which is the more highly expressed tag
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actually only has three thymine nucleotides at its 3’ end; however, Tag_18259 has the
four thymine nucleotides at its 3’ end (Table 3). These two “unknown sRNA” could
actually be tRNA derived fragments with miRNA like functions (Pekarsky Y et al.).
To discover the actual class that these “unknown sRNA” belong to more research
into how these sequences are interacting during the regeneration process is needed. Since
this sequence did not align to the actual tRNA, but rather it began exactly at the 3’ end of
the tRNA sequence in the zebrafish genome it makes sense that it was not called by the
tRNA database that was used to identify the tags. This phenomenon raises the question of
what other sRNA could potentially be tRNA derived fragments that are missed because
they appear just beyond the 3’ end of the tRNA sequence?
It would be interesting to study the function of tRNA412-LysCTT (Tag_60878)
during regeneration. Tag_60878 was the most highly expressed tRNA derived fragment
that was differentially expressed (Table 2). Furthermore, it’s isoform; Tag_91047 was
also highly expressed (Fig. 7, Table 2). These two tag sequences only differ by one
nucleotide and have largely the same expression pattern except Tag_60878 has a higher
expression than Tag_91047. This difference in expression level could be caused by the
high specificity required of sRNA to bind to mRNA strands to silence translation (Fig. 7).
Both of these tags align to the 5’ end of the tRNA transcript, which is considered more of
the typical place to find these tRNA derived fragments (Shigematsu and Kirino. 2015).
The rRNA derived fragments were also mapped to both the 5’ and the 3’ end of
the rRNA transcript (Table 4). It appears that these tRNA derived fragments and the
rRNA derived fragments can arise from both the 5’ and 3’ end of their respective RNA
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transcripts. Additionally, the tRNA derived fragments can also arise from just beyond the
3’ end of the tRNA sequence. As a result of this the question of, “What other sRNA are
being transcribed from these “unusual” locations?” is provoked. This is a question that
only further research into these sRNA can answer.

Conclusion
The results from this research shows that sRNA types, besides miRNA, were
differentially expressed following the amputation of the zebrafish caudal fin. Based on
differential expression of the tRNA derived fragments, Tag_41941 and tRNA412LysCTT are perhaps the most promising sRNA sequences to continue to study. This is
because Tag_41941 appears immediately on the 3’ end of the tRNA sequence in the
zebrafish genome and highlights a novel location for these tRNA derived fragments.
Furthermore, looking at Fig. 7 it can be seen that Tag_41941 had a greater up regulation
than even the tags that aligned to known tRNA derived fragments. The tRNA412LysCTT has the highest expression of the tRNA derived fragments in these data and it
has an isoform that, shows a lower expression but is only a single nucleotide different.
These sRNA in conjunction with the differential expression of SNORD79 and particular
rRNA derived fragments support the evidence suggesting that these types of sRNA are
indeed playing some kind of role during the regeneration process. That said it is also clear
that the expression of these sRNA are not at the same level as miR-21. Suggesting that
miR-21 plays a more prominent role in the regeneration process than the other sRNA.
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Nevertheless, only further research with these other sRNA will reveal their actual role
during this process.
The appearance of potential tRNA derived fragments just beyond the 3’ end of
tRNA transcripts provides us with an additional location to research while searching for
potential sRNA. The differential expression of rRNA derived fragments at both the 3’
and 5’ ends of the rRNA transcript also demonstrates that these sRNA sequences do not
necessarily appear in the more traditional locations. The expression levels of these rRNA
derived fragments shown in this research suggest that these sRNA require further study
into where they are derived from and how they are affecting the regeneration process.
This future research will give us insight into how to better control this pathway in other
organisms. In future research working with these data it would be interesting to also
examine the different sRNA isoforms to see what variation in expression patterns, if any,
arise during regeneration. A significant change in the differential expression between two
sRNA isoforms could suggest that sequence specificity is a critical aspect in the
expression of a particular sRNA.
This research only looked at the sRNA that were expressed at 0 dpa and at 4 dpa.
It would be intriguing to determine and analyze the expression levels of these sRNA at
more time intervals up to complete regeneration of the fin. These data would reveal a
more complete understanding of the expression pattern of these sRNA during the
regeneration process. The differential expression patterns of the sRNA in this analysis are
consistent with tRNA derived fragments and rRNA derived fragments having a
regulatory role during the regeneration of the zebrafish caudal fin. The differential
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expression pattern of snoRNA might suggest that this type has a regulatory role as well,
however; more data is needed to make this claim with greater confidence. Additionally,
this research supports the notion that the 3’ UTR of tRNA transcripts is a location of
sRNA with potential gene regulatory functions. Understanding the variety of ways in
which regeneration is regulated is essential in facilitating our mastery of the process and
eventual application to human patients.
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Appendix A
LEN_Final_Version_0dpa+4dpa.pyw
import re
fasta_desc = re.compile('^>\d+\-(\d+)$')
tags = {}
tags_A = {}
tags_B = {}
tags_C = {}
tags_D = {}
tags_E = {}
for line in open('Fin_0dpa_PD2_1_clipped.fa'):
line = line.strip()
match = fasta_desc.match(line)
if (match):
freq = match.group(1)
else:
tags[line] = freq
for line in open('Fin_0dpa_PD2_2_clipped.fa'):
line = line.strip()
match = fasta_desc.match(line)
if (match):
freq = match.group(1)
else:
tags_A[line] = freq
for line in open('Fin_0dpa_PD2_3_clipped.fa'):
line = line.strip()
match = fasta_desc.match(line)
if (match):
freq = match.group(1)
else:
tags_B[line] = freq
for line in open('Fin_4dpa_PD2_1_clipped.fa'):
line = line.strip()
match = fasta_desc.match(line)
if (match):
freq = match.group(1)
else:
tags_C[line] = freq
for line in open('Fin_4dpa_PD2_2_clipped.fa'):
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line = line.strip()
match = fasta_desc.match(line)
if (match):
freq = match.group(1)
else:
tags_D[line] = freq
for line in open('Fin_4dpa_PD2_3_clipped.fa'):
line = line.strip()
match = fasta_desc.match(line)
if (match):
freq = match.group(1)
else:
tags_E[line] = freq
for key in tags:
if
((tags.has_key(key))&(tags_A.has_key(key))&(tags_B.has_key(key))&(tags_C.has_key(
key))&(tags_D.has_key(key))&(tags_E.has_key(key))):
print key, "\t",len(key)
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Appendix B
Tab_organized_data.pyw
hits={}
symbols={}
alignment={}
align_prct={}
hits_r={}
symbols_r={}
alignment_r={}
align_prct_r={}
hits_t={}
symbols_t={}
alignment_t={}
align_prct_t={}
hits_Mt_rRNA={}
symbols_Mt_rRNA={}
alignment_Mtr={}
align_prct_Mtr={}
hits_Mt_tRNA={}
symbols_Mt_tRNA={}
alignment_Mtt={}
align_prct_Mtt={}
hits_sno={}
symbols_sno={}
alignment_sno={}
align_prct_sno={}
hits_silva_rRNA={}
symbols_silva_rRNA={}
alignment_silva_rRNA={}
align_prct_silva_rRNA={}
for line in open("tags_vs_dre_mature_tab_filtered.txt"):
line = line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits[tagid]=line
symbols[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
alignment[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
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align_prct[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct[tagid] = ""

for line in open("tags_vs_rRNA_tab_filtered.fa"):
line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits_r[tagid]=line
symbols_r[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
alignment_r[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment_r[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
align_prct_r[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct_r[tagid] = ""
for line in open("tags_vs_Danio_rerio_tRNA_tab_filtered.fa"):
line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits_t[tagid]=line
symbols_t[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
alignment_t[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment_t[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
align_prct_t[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct_t[tagid] = ""
for line in open("tags_vs_Mt_rRNA_tab_filtered.fa"):
line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits_Mt_rRNA[tagid]=line
symbols_Mt_rRNA[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
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alignment_Mtr[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment_Mtr[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
align_prct_Mtr[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct_Mtr[tagid] = ""
for line in open("tags_vs_Mt_tRNA_tab_filtered.fa"):
line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits_Mt_tRNA[tagid]=line
symbols_Mt_tRNA[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
alignment_Mtt[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment_Mtt[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
align_prct_Mtt[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct_Mtt[tagid] = ""
for line in open("tags_vs_snoRNA_tab_filtered.fa"):
line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits_sno[tagid]=line
symbols_sno[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
alignment_sno[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment_sno[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
align_prct_sno[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct_sno[tagid] = ""
for line in open("tags_vs_silva_rRNA_tab_filtered.txt"):
line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
hits_silva_rRNA[tagid]=line
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symbols_silva_rRNA[tagid]=fields[1]
if int(fields[3]) > 18:
alignment_silva_rRNA[tagid]=fields[3]
else:
alignment_silva_rRNA[tagid] = ""
if int(float(fields[2])) >= 95.000:
align_prct_silva_rRNA[tagid] = fields[2]
else:
align_prct_silva_rRNA[tagid] = ""
for line in open('Tag_num_Final_0dpa+4dpa.fa'):
line = line.strip()
fields=line.split("\t")
tagid=fields[0]
sequence = fields[1]
seq_num = len(sequence)-1
counts =
fields[2]+"\t"+fields[3]+"\t"+fields[4]+"\t"+fields[5]+"\t"+fields[6]+"\t"+fields[7]
if align_prct.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts=align_prct[tagid]
if align_prct_r.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts_r=align_prct_r[tagid]
if align_prct_t.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts_t=align_prct_t[tagid]
if align_prct_Mtr.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts_Mtr=align_prct_Mtr[tagid]
if align_prct_Mtt.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts_Mtt=align_prct_Mtt[tagid]
if align_prct_sno.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts_sno=align_prct_sno[tagid]
if align_prct_silva_rRNA.has_key(tagid):
align_prcts_silva_rRNA=align_prct_silva_rRNA[tagid]
if alignment.has_key(tagid):
alignments = alignment[tagid]
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if alignment_r.has_key(tagid):
alignments_r=alignment_r[tagid]
if alignment_t.has_key(tagid):
alignments_t=alignment_t[tagid]
if alignment_Mtr.has_key(tagid):
alignments_Mtr=alignment_Mtr[tagid]
if alignment_Mtt.has_key(tagid):
alignments_Mtt=alignment_Mtt[tagid]
if alignment_sno.has_key(tagid):
alignments_sno=alignment_sno[tagid]
if alignment_silva_rRNA.has_key(tagid):
alignments_silva_rRNA=alignment_silva_rRNA[tagid]
if symbols.has_key(tagid):
symbol=symbols[tagid]
else:
symbol = ""
if symbols_r.has_key(tagid):
symbol_r=symbols_r[tagid]
else:
symbol_r=""
if symbols_t.has_key(tagid):
symbol_t=symbols_t[tagid]
else:
symbol_t=""
if symbols_Mt_rRNA.has_key(tagid):
symbol_Mt_rRNA=symbols_Mt_rRNA[tagid]
else:
symbol_Mt_rRNA=""
if symbols_Mt_tRNA.has_key(tagid):
symbol_Mt_tRNA=symbols_Mt_tRNA[tagid]
else:
symbol_Mt_tRNA=""
if symbols_sno.has_key(tagid):
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symbol_sno=symbols_sno[tagid]
else:
symbol_sno=""
if symbols_silva_rRNA.has_key(tagid):
symbol_silva_rRNA=symbols_silva_rRNA[tagid]
else:
symbol_silva_rRNA=""
if symbol != "" and alignment[tagid] != "" and align_prct[tagid] != "":
print tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol,"\t", align_prcts,"\t",
alignments,"\t",counts, "\t", "Micro_RNA"
elif symbol_t != "" and alignment_t[tagid] != "" and align_prct_t[tagid] != "":
print tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol_t,"\t",align_prcts_t,"\t",
alignments_t,"\t",counts, "\t", "t_RNA"
elif symbol_sno != "" and alignment_sno[tagid] != "" and align_prct_sno[tagid] != "":
print tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol_sno,"\t",align_prcts_sno,"\t",
alignments_sno,"\t",counts, "\t", "sno_RNA"
elif symbol_Mt_tRNA != "" and alignment_Mtt[tagid] != "" and align_prct_Mtt[tagid]
!= "":
print
tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol_Mt_tRNA,"\t",align_prcts_Mtt,"\t",
alignments_Mtt,"\t",counts, "\t", "Mt_tRNA"
elif symbol_Mt_rRNA != "" and alignment_Mtr[tagid] != "" and align_prct_Mtr[tagid]
!= "":
print
tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol_Mt_rRNA,"\t",align_prcts_Mtr,"\t",alignme
nts_Mtr,"\t",counts, "\t", "Mt_rRNA"
elif symbol_r != "" and alignment_r[tagid] != "" and align_prct_r[tagid] != "":
print
tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol_r,"\t",align_prcts_r,"\t",alignments_r,"\t",co
unts, "\t", "r_RNA"
elif symbol_silva_rRNA != "" and alignment_silva_rRNA[tagid] != "" and
align_prct_silva_rRNA[tagid] != "":
print
tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",symbol_silva_rRNA,"\t",align_prcts_silva_rRNA,"\
t",alignments_silva_rRNA,"\t",counts, "\t", "r_RNA"
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else:
print tagid,"\t",sequence,"\t",seq_num,"\t",'Unknown sRNA',"\t",counts
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